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Introduction 

 The Inuit of Nunatsiavut have a unique and varied history. Early and prolonged contact 

with the European settlers changed many of the fundamental aspects of their culture. While 

this has been seen in many areas including religion, hunting practices and settlement it also 

permeated into the smaller aspects of life, including recreation and pastimes. This contact with 

Europeans created opportunities for the development of many new games, while maintaining 

some of the older more traditional games.  Throughout this history the people of Nunatsiavut 

developed a wide variety of games with their own individual rules and styles of play. In this 

project I hope to highlight some of these games and maintain them for a new generation.  

Methodology 

  A review of previously published research, archival material, and museum collections 

regarding Labrador Inuit games was performed.  The archival and museum investigation was 

conducted at The Rooms and The Newfoundland Archives in St. John’s, NL. Published resources 

were accessed through Memorial University and the Center for Newfoundland Studies. This 

preliminary research returned very little specifically related to Labrador Inuit games and I was 

forced to use resources that focused more on the Canadian Eastern Arctic specifically Baffin 

Island and Hudson’s Bay.  

The majority of information for this project was obtained from interviewing people in 

Nunatsiavut. As a researcher from outside Nunatsiavut that had been invited to do this work it 

was important that any privacy and ethical concerns were addressed in advance. To this end my 

research proposal, interviewee consent forms and outline of questions were all reviewed by the 



Torngâsok research board. In addition to this all interviewees were asked whether they wanted 

to be recorded and were informed that they could stop the interview at any time and /or 

withdraw any information they gave. The Torngâsok Center was to be the sole storage location 

of the interview recordings and their future stewardship would be governed by the center 

unless interviewees wanted them removed from the record. From peoples response it seems 

that these terms were acceptable and hopefully can be used by future researchers associated 

with the Nunatsiavut Government.                  

While conducting these interviews I tried to gain as much information as possible while 

staying within the boundaries of this project. This meant that I did not approach each interview 

in the same way and did not use a standard list of questions for each interviewee. Instead I 

asked generalized questions such as “What games do you remember playing when you were 

younger?”, “How did you spend your time when you were a child?”, “Do you remember playing 

games with your parents?”, “Did the boys and girls all play together?”  and allowed the 

interviewees to share whatever information they felt was important to preserve. To encourage 

discussion I had a variety of pictures of games from elsewhere in the Canadian arctic that I 

showed and asked opinions on and whether they recognized the games or not. In addition to 

individual interviews I made an attempt at organizing open forums in communities about 

games. These were meant to encourage discussion amongst the people in the communities and 

to spur people to discuss the stories related to the games and highlight the differences that 

may exist within individual towns.  



All the communities within Nunatsiavut were intended to be visited but due to weather 

and organizational constraints little time was available for preparation of interviews prior to 

arriving in Labrador. Overall 14 individual interviews were conducted, with the majority taking 

place in Makkovik and Nain. Subsequent to the completion of research I was contacted by 

additional people who wanted to be interviewed but logistics for this proved impossible.  

Postville was the first community visited and I was able to interview Silpa Edmunds, an 

elder in the community that has had deep connections with the organization of the Nunatsiavut 

Government and many other local government organizations. There was no available venue for 

a community meeting in Postville but I was allowed to look through community office records 

and found some published resources that were beneficial to the project.  

Hopedale was visited next where a meeting was arranged with Philip Able and Rosie 

Piercy. These interviews took place within the Hopedale high school during an Inuktitut class. 

This was very useful to get the different opinion of games between older and younger people 

but due to this situation these interviews were not recorded. A third interview was organized 

with Gus Semigak. This interview was very successful and Gus had some of the most detailed 

information of older games gained from when he was living on the land with his family.  

Makkovik was very receptive to interviews and public meetings. A total of five individual 

interviews were conducted with primarily elders in the community. Additionally the public 

meeting was attended by the local AngajukKak Herb Jacque who was helpful in approaching 

interviewees and describing local games that he remembered. Albert Winters, Harold and Ellen 

Andersen, and Joan Andersen were interviewed. Joan Andersen was also helpful in suggesting 



archival sources for information on Inuit games. These four participants chose not to be 

recorded. Annie Evans allowed audio recordings as well as a video recording of her playing the 

String Game.  

In Nain five interviews were conducted including Susan Francis William, Kate Winters, 

William Winters, John Jararuse, and Christine Baikie. All interviewees agreed to be recorded 

and some allowed pictures to be taken or submitted pictures to me. These pictures showed the 

interviewees playing games as children, the toys they had, or new pictures were taken of old 

playthings the interviewees still had.  

I was unable to perform interviews in Goose Bay or Rigolet. Weather delays and changes 

in schedule prevented me from arranging and conducting interviews in Goose Bay, while a local 

death and a spring festival in Rigolet prevented arranging interviews. I have since been in 

contact with these communities and hope to add recorded interviews to this collection in the 

future.  

The variation between the published research available and the interviewees experience 

highlights the value of this study and shows yet again that the Labrador Inuit are a diverse and 

unique culture that requires specific study separate from their more Northern counterparts.  

Results 

 When this project was originally discussed the focused was small games that would be 

played within the house, avoiding the larger group games that are still well known from the 

Northern Games. While conducting the interviews it became clear that this question did not 



give the full picture of games and recreation within their life. As people were asked about 

games they gave a full description of all of their pastimes, including toys, time spent with 

parents, rhymes, and even pranks and jokes they would play on each other. To try and cover 

these different aspects it becomes necessary to create categories into which we can group the 

variety of recreational pursuits people mentioned. The three categories used in this report are 

games, toys, and pastimes.  

 Games were considered to be pursuits that had specific rules, that tended to be for 

more than one player, and usually had some competitive aspect. Toys tended to be physical 

things that were used for play but had no specific rules governing how they were used. These 

could include miniatures of adult things, dolls, and puzzles. Finally pastimes include all the 

things that do not fit into the first two categories but were used for recreation. Pranks, outdoor 

activities, and rhymes were things people would have used for recreation that tended not to 

require specific equipment or have specific rules.  

Games 

 Creating a list of games for Labrador is actually quite complex because of the regional 

nature of the communities. Very similar games often have different names or slight rule 

changes depending on the location. Even within towns many of the games were changed to suit 

availability of players, equipment, or the time of year (Able 2014). Often people who played the 

games did not have specific names for them or grouped many games under a single word 

(Semigak 2014), this created difficulty in comparing and discussing the games between 

communities. Research conducted during the writing of this report did uncover some names for 



these games that are used in the eastern arctic (Eger 1980) and these are included for 

completeness but may vary from original local names.  In this report games are grouped into 

categories based on equipment used and similarity in rules. For each of the games I will give a 

synopsis of the rules, equipment, places where it was played, who played the game, and 

individual stories related to the game. 

Stick and Ball Games 

 The deep history of missions and residential schools in 

Labrador is shown in the popularity of stick and ball games. Part of 

what fueled the popularity of these games was the fact that they 

were very inclusive.  Interviewees reported that boys and girls, as 

well as older and younger people played these games together, 

often making them large community events. In many of the 

communities there are variations on the games, often referred to 

with different names.  

 In Makkovik for example Albert Winters remembered many people playing Rounders. 

Rounders is a well known English variation on baseball, the rules seem to be very similar to 

baseball with changes mostly relating to number of players and organization of the bases. 

Rounders is sometimes played with a flat cricket bat, Winters (2014) mentioned that these bats 

were often made in the communities and said that actually hitting the ball with it was very 

difficult (Figure 1). Annie Evans (2014) of Makkovik reported on Rounders as well mentioning 

deviations to standard baseball rules including the option of throwing the ball at the runner to 

Figure 1: Schematic of a 
Rounders bat as drawn by Albert 
Winters 



tag them out. A player was not limited to one run and could continue around the bases until 

being thrown out. Another variation included the ability to bring a runner who had been 

thrown out back in if one player could finish three laps of the bases. This game was popular in 

Makkovik especially during Easter when people had more spare time and were gathered in 

town for church services and the game could be played on the sea ice. Informants in Hopedale 

explained how the rules for games had to be agreed upon before starting because players 

would have played under many rules at different times of their life. Many of the rules for games 

evolved over time, with different variations being popular in different years.  

  All of these rules regardless of town give a picture of the creativity that was used in 

adapting these rules for different places. This creativity and resourcefulness is also shown in the 

creation of equipment for these games. With every person who mentioned games of this type 

people emphasized that the equipment was often homemade or improvised on the spot. Balls 

were made with seal skin covers and various stuffing material including partridge feathers, 

caribou moss, or even knotted rags (Abel 2014; Jararuse 2014). On occasion people were able 

to obtain manufactured rubber balls from trading posts or as gifts from the school or church 

(Baikie 2014). As mentioned above bats were often homemade or sometimes were simple 

sticks without any improvements. This tradition continues in Nain where the game of Bat is 

often played with construction lumber or unfinished sticks as bats and rocks or pieces of 

plywood as bases (Jamie Brake Personal Communication 2014).   

These games continue to be extremely popular and many people still play them. This 

continuous popularity of stick and ball games ties them into many stories from peoples’ pasts. 



For example John Jararuse told a story of playing this game near Hebron after curfew. Large 

games were organized where people tried to play completely silently so as not to get in trouble. 

These much older stories continue to more recent experience such as stories of a softball 

league that operated in Goose Bay and contained teams from many of the other communities 

in Nunatsiavut. The large numbers of people who are able to play these games influence their 

popularity. Playing these stick and ball games with whatever rules the local community decided 

on allowed many people to play at once. Both old and young, male and female, play together 

helping to build a sense of community as well as tying together many of the different 

communities at the various  regional events.   

Games Without Equipment 

 Many of the games that were played in Labrador that predate the arrival of settlers did 

not require any equipment. Most of these games only required people to play them and a 

location. As with the previously discussed stick and ball games, these games tended to be very 

inclusive and all members of the community played. The most popular of these games is 

Monkey Dance. No  interviewees had a traditional name for this game but John Igloliorte 

referred to the game as "learning how to run" as it was thought people good at this game 

would be able to run fast (1994:29).   In this game a person crouches low to the ground 

maintaining their balance on their heels while alternating kicking their right and left leg straight 

in front of them. This requires a high amount of strength, balance, and endurance. Often times 

this was done in a large group to see who could continue for the longest amount of time (Figure 

2). Other variations on this game included trying to maintain the dance while removing and 

putting on a parka. This game has maintained its popularity and is still played by many high 



school students and is taught in schools (Piercy 2014). Monkey Dance is often demonstrated at 

the Northern Games but is not considered a competitive category, remaining a demonstration 

sport (Makkovik Public Meeting). People’s stories surrounding this game show its incredible 

importance to people in Nunatsiavut. All interviewees mention it as a game that was played 

both at home and at community gatherings. Additionally people took great pride if they were 

particularly good at it or told stories of local champions who stood out among their 

communities. John Jararuse of Nain told a story of a young woman in his community who would 

often play multiple rounds of Monkey Dance back to back and still win. Annie Evans of 

Makkovik took particular pride in saying she often beat the older boys when she played during 

her school days. Despite this popularity finding publicly available pictures or video from 

Labrador is quite difficult. To maintain the tradition of Monkey Dance recording people from 

the various communities performing this game and its different iterations is very important.  



 

Figure 2: Sitturtaq -Monkey Dance. (Eger 1980: 21) 

 The Monkey Dance is far from the only game that did not require equipment to play. 

Many of the other games mirrored Monkey Dance in that they were competitive and required 

feats of strength and endurance. Annie Evans reported that competition between pairs of 

people i.e. "getting over on someone" was very popular, with Leg Wrestling being popular 

among younger children. In this game pairs of children would lay head to toe side by side and 

participants would lift their legs and on a predetermined count catch each other behind the 

knees or ankles. The goal was to flip your opponent over backwards while you stayed lying on 

your back. This game was often played in a tournament style with multiple people competing 



against each other to determine a winner. In Makkovik and Nain multiple interviewees 

mentioned other strength and "toughness" games, in particular a game where the arms were 

crossed in front of the body and the player fell forward onto their elbows taking turns until 

someone quit. John Jararuse from Nain mentioned that this often ended with people splitting 

open the skin on their elbows and refusing to stop until both players quit. He also mentioned 

that there was a variation on this game where the player fell from their knees as opposed to 

their feet. Despite this easier approach he emphasized it was only the toughest people who 

participated in this game. The winners of this game were often talked about and were praised 

for keeping playing after they were hurting, again emphasizing the importance that these 

games held among the people who played and watched them.  



The idea of withstanding pain and 

displaying strength is a recurring theme in 

many of the games. Popular examples 

people gave included the Cheek Pull in 

which a pair of people hooked fingers inside 

of each other’s cheeks and pulled until one 

person submitted (Makkovik Public 

Meeting). John Jararuse also reported a 

game that was played when people met 

while caribou hunting that involved 

wrapping their hands in seal skin and taking turns punching each other in the arm or head until 

one person submitted. This game could go on for a long time and sometimes ended with a 

participant being knocked unconscious. Another game that was played in a group to 

demonstrate strength was described as who could do the most one handed pull ups. While 

gathered at someone’s house a loop of rope was tied to the ceiling and with one arm people 

attempted to do as many pull ups as possible (Figure 3). This game was often made harder by 

the fact that people had to prove they were at the very top of their pull up; sometimes a lit 

cigarette was laid on the roof beam and the player had to take a puff from the cigarette at the 

top of every pull up (Jararuse 2014). Variations on this game have been written about by 

Igloliorte also of Nain (1994:28) including hanging from the rope by your teeth or upside down 

by your feet.  A final game that was a display of strength is tug-of-war; Albert Winters of 

Makkovik reported tug-of-war competitions between communities (Figure 4). Despite this 

Figure 3: Drawing by John Igloliorte of Man doing a one arm chin 
up.(Igloliorte 1994:27) 



game using a rope it fits better under this heading due to the impromptu nature of the rope 

used. Mr. Winters specifically mentioned that the rope used was whatever was available on 

hand, be it rope from a boat or woven seal skin thongs. This improvised equipment often lead 

to stories of the rope breaking during competitions as teams consisted of large numbers of 

individuals, with many rounds of play.  

 

Figure 4: Albert Winters drawing of tug of war showing lines for marking score 

 

Above is only a small selection of the total list of games mentioned that did not require 

equipment. All the expected children’s games such as foot races, jumping contests, hide and 

seek, as well as many other commonly known games were mentioned. I have chosen to 

highlight the games that seem unique to the Labrador Inuit and are valuable to maintain for the 

culture.  



Stick Games 

 Of games with a specific Inuit origin the games that required a single stick as equipment 

seem to have maintained their popularity. As with the stick and ball games the equipment was 

often improvised, with broomsticks commonly being used (Evans 2014). The two games that 

were mentioned most often and had the most detailed instructions in the interviews were a 

seated tug-of-war and a game where players tried to bend backwards as far as possible. The 

seated tug-of-war was played with two people facing each other with legs spread apart as wide 

as possible and the soles of their feet touching. The stick was held parallel to the ground and in 

both players’ hands. The goal was to pull the stick free of the other player’s hands, or to pull the 

other player off the ground. The Seated Tug-of-War seems to be the same game as Ac Sa Raq 

with the only difference being that elsewhere it was played with two sticks connected with a 

length of seal skin (Eger 1980:4).  In the community meeting in Makkovik people mentioned 

that this game was still popular and is played both with the family at home, and in organizations 

such as Cub Scouts. The other stick game mentioned involved holding a stick with both hands 

and leaning backwards until the stick touched the ground behind you. If people were able to 

touch the ground with the stick the players hands were moved down the stick closer to the end 

that would touch the ground. This was continued until the person failed (Evans 2014; Jararuse 

2014). 

Both of these games were highly competitive and usually involved large numbers of 

people. The seated tug-of-war was particularly popular with all participants wanting to compete 

with everyone else involved. This meant that often times playing this game could take hours 

(Evans 2014). These games again show the highly inclusive nature of games in the communities 



with many different people competing of different genders and the adaptability of communities 

in finding/making the equipment required.    

Target Games 

 On top of just being fun to play many of the Inuit games appear to be designed to help 

people learn lessons or skills. Many of the skills needed for using tools and hunting are taught in 

games. Aside from the making of miniature hunting tools, which will be discussed later, there is 

a collection of games that help teach these skills.  

 

Figure 5: Ring and Pin Game, Canadian Museum of Civilization Ethnographic collection 

Ring and Pin games seem very popular within Labrador (Jararuse 2014; Semigak 2014; 

Abel 2014; Winters 2014). Despite this game's popularity only John Jararuse could remember a 

name for the game, Ajagaak or Ajaraq. This name matches the name given for the game in 



other parts of the Arctic (Eger 1980:22). These games consist of a target with holes that is 

attached by a string to a pointed stick or bone. The object of the game is to hold the pointed 

stick and swing the target up to get the pointed stick within one of the holes in the target. This 

game can also be made harder by having people say which hole the player must hit or by 

changing the length of string. During interviews one of the pictures from the Canadian Museum 

of Civilization that I showed the interviewees was an example of this game made from an arctic 

hare skull and an arctic hare femur attached with a sinew line (Figure 5). This was the most 

recognized of the pictures that I showed interviewees with many people immediately telling me 

it was an arctic hare skull and telling me that they had a similar object when they were younger. 

Gus Semigak of Hopedale described how to make the game and included what materials would 

be required while John Jararuse of Nain said that he had made copies of this game when he was 

younger. Joan Andersen of Makkovik had video of this game being played that had been 

recorded in the 1960’s outside of Nain at a gathering to commemorate the bicentennial 

founding of the town. In the video an exact duplicate of the object shown in Figure 5 is seen 

being used by a child. Joan Andersen also had a transcript of a video entitled “Hettasch’s 

Labrador” which mentioned “Inuit Games” Andersen was fairly certain that the toy is being 

used here as well though I could not gain access to the film.  

 The Spear Game or Nugluktaq (Boas 1964:568), which was also a sample image I 

showed (Figure 6), was not as well known with only Philip Able of Hopedale recognizing the 

game. The game consists of a wooden or bone target with holes that is attached to the roof and 

the floor by a string. Participants sit in a circle around the target and quickly take turns trying to 

spear the target using 2 to 3 foot long spears. As the game progresses the target spins and 



moves about making the game more difficult. A winner is 

declared when someone can hit the specified hole in the 

target (Eger 1980:45). Philip Able said that he 

remembered the game being talked about by his father 

but had never seen the game or a full set of the required 

equipment. There was a section of drilled caribou antler 

that people said was a part of the game at the Hopedale 

high school but neither the teacher nor students present 

said they had seen or played the game. However, the fact 

that the game was recognized implies that it does have a history in Labrador. Interestingly most 

people recognized what game I was describing and said they had seen it played in the Netsilik 

ethnographic movies (Brown 1968, At the Winter Sea Ice Camp ).  

 A third category of target games includes target practice with real hunting equipment. 

Multiple people (Semigak 2014; Abel 2014) described their parents or grandparents using 

bolos, weights connected by a length of string, for both hunting birds and as a target game. 

Targets consisted of caribou antler or standing sticks. This combination of practice and games is 

mentioned repeatedly for objects such as bow and arrows, sling shots, slings, or even thrown 

rocks. There was a competitive nature with people trying to display their skill by hitting targets 

from a distance or repeatedly hitting the same target.  Interestingly, it seemed playing many of 

these games meant that these hunting tools stayed in use as game equipment after they had 

been abandoned for their original use. Bolos, for example, did not seem to be heavily used for 

Figure 6: Spear Game as illustrated in Franz 
Boas's The Central Eskimo (1964:568) 



hunting after the introduction of fire arms but were still used within the memory of the people 

interviewed as game equipment (Semigak 2014; Abel 2014). The reverse of this was the 

development of slingshots. Sling shots were universally mentioned in all of the communities but 

would not have had a long tradition in Labrador, but were introduced as a toy for hitting targets 

after new people and materials required for their production were introduced.   

 This style of games seem very important to the culture of Labrador and are at a very 

precarious point in their history.  Many of the older people I interviewed still have clear 

memories of these games including how to construct the equipment and use them, whereas 

the younger people I talked to may have seen or heard of these games but have not played 

them themselves. It seems that we may be closing in on a point where these games they will be 

lost from the collective memory of these people if we do not find a way to maintain them.  

Non-competitive Games 

 Despite the competitive nature of most of the games discussed there are a large 

number of games that seem to be more about being cooperative and participating just for fun. 

Foremost among this style of game are the String Games. String Games are well reported from 

the majority of the Canadian arctic (Jenness 1924) and there does seem to be a history of them 

in Labrador. The majority of interviewees had at least seen someone playing these games and 

some of the older interviewees could remember parts of the games (Winters, Kate and William 

2014; Evans 2014; Edmunds 2014; Baikie 2014). A well known variation of this game is referred 

to as The Bridle. In this game a person moves through a sequence of patterns with the string 

woven around their fingers eventually ending with a depiction of a bridle that is able to move in 



and out (Figure 7). This differs from the more commonly known Cat’s Cradle in that it is played 

with only person. Three separate interviewees said they often played this game when they 

were younger and offered to demonstrate it. At the time of the interviews no one could 

remember all of the steps, most reporting that they had not attempted to play the game in 

multiple years. Subsequent to the time of interviews I was contacted by Brenda Holiter saying 

that she would have liked to participate in the interviews but had not been available at the time 

they were conducted. She reports that she can remember how to do most of these patterns 

and that they were commonly played in Rigolet and Goose Bay.  

 Another game that uses string was The Singing Button, in which a button is threaded 

onto a large loop of string and is spun until tension builds in the string and the hands are spread 

apart, spinning the button quickly producing a humming noise (Evans 2014). Both of these 

games were talked about as being something that could be played quietly at home. Also where 

these games didn’t require much equipment it meant that anyone could learn to play the game 

and it was a skill that could be passed along between friends who knew different patterns as 

well as different generations.  



 

Figure 7: Annie Evans demonstrating the start of a string game. 

 Within the non-competitive style of games the ability to “keep a straight face” was 

important. Two separate games, Button 

Button and Shoe Shoe, were built around 

this concept. In Button Button the person 

who was “it” concealed a button in their 

hands and moved around the inside of a 

circle of people, miming placing the 

Figure 8: Shoe Shoe as drawn by Albert Winters 



button in each player’s hands but only giving the button to one person. After the circuit was 

completed people took turns guessing who was holding the button. The person who guessed 

correctly was then “it”. If no one guessed correctly the person holding the button was then “it” 

(Jacque 2014; Evans 2014). In Shoe Shoe someone stood in the middle of a circle of seated 

people while a shoe or ball moved around the outside of the circle being hidden underneath 

people’s bent knees. The person in the center tried to keep track of where the shoe was and 

would wait for people in the circle to throw the shoe at them. If the shoe was caught the player 

was allowed to sit in the circle, being replaced by the person who threw the shoe, if they were 

hit the player continued being “it” (Winters 2014). Games of this sort of trying to hide smiles 

and laughter seems similar to other Inuit traditions such as throat singing where people play 

until they cannot hold back their laughter and the game ends.  

 The last category of non-competitive games is word games. The majority of games are 

still in common use, such as Farmer in the Dale or Duck Duck Goose. Examples of Labrador 

games that seem to be less commonly known include Boys Boys. In this game, as described by 

Herb Jacque, a sheet of paper was divided into 26 squares (one for each letter of the alphabet) 

and players would start at the beginning of the alphabet providing two boys names for each 

letter. For example the letter A might include Alex and Andy while B included Bob and Bill. This 

continued until all the letters were used up. If you could reach the end of the alphabet the 

category would be switched, for example moving into animals where A would be filled with Ant 

and Alligator. Another game within this category is a mix of a word game and a physical game 

(Figure 9). In Makkovik multiple people reported that Ollie (Allie) Over was a popular school and 

summer game. This game required two teams of people, a building, and a ball. The objective of 



the game was for the team to yell “Ollie over” to alert the other team, and throw the ball over 

the building. To win the team who threw the ball had to get all members of their team around 

the building before the ball was caught. This game was popular due to its inclusive nature in 

that children of all ages could play and that it required very little equipment.  

 

Figure 9: Boys Boys board as drawn by Herb Jacque of Makkovik 

 These non-competitive games served the purpose of allowing families and friends to 

play together and often had roots in being taught at schools or handed down through families. 



The majority of them required very little equipment and served to entertain children while 

parents were busy with household tasks. Adoption of settler games that reflect the values of 

older traditional games, such as the inclusiveness of the stick and ball games mirroring that of 

Monkey Dance, appears to be a hallmark of the Inuit of the Labrador coast.     

Games Conclusion 

 Games served a very important role in education while entertaining young and old alike. 

The games among the Inuit, despite often being very strenuous and competitive, worked to 

bring together communities and often marked times of the year when people were able to 

spend time together. Important times of the year, especially around Easter, were often marked 

by large community gathering where games were central to festivities. We seem to be at a very 

important time for maintaining many of these games within Labrador. While they are still 

within the memory of the elders within the community many of them are unknown to younger 

people. It is very important to do what we can to maintain these games and revitalize them for 

younger generations.  

Toys 

 The importance of small objects like toys, shouldn’t be underestimated, one of the most 

recognized objects in Inuit culture is the Inuit doll. These objects are still made today and have 

also been found in archaeology sites across the Canadian arctic (Laugrand and Oster 2008). 

Throughout the interviews most people discussed what toys they had in their childhood even 

more so than what games they played. In much the same way that many of the games had an 

important aspect of teaching a lot of the toys that were given to children taught specific lessons 

or skills, included in this was the child sized tools.  



Miniatures and Figurines 

 As mentioned above dolls hold a very important place in Inuit culture with a variety of 

wooden dolls being represented in Inuit archaeology sites. This trend was continued in my 

interviews, without exception whenever people spoke of toys that girls played with dolls was 

among the most important toys mentioned. These dolls generally were made by either the 

parents or other family members but in some later 

examples were traded for at Hudson’s Bay posts (Winters 

2014). Activities that involved these dolls often included 

re-enacting parts of normal life such as carrying them, 

sewing clothes for them, and bringing them along when 

performing other tasks. Two separate interviewees 

emphasized that dolls that were used in traditional ways 

were simply cut from cardboard with scissors (Baikie 2014; Winters 2014). It wasn’t only girl’s 

toys that were created in this way as Gus Semigak of Hopedale mentioned that he had a replica 

komatiq and dog team that had also been cut from cardboard when he was growing up (Figure 

10). The tradition of making miniature dog teams seemed to be a common practice with 

multiple interviewees mentioning that they had miniature komatiqs that were either cut from 

cardboard or made from wood. The dogs for these teams were either carved from wood or a 

bone from a seal was often used because it resembled a husky (Semigak 2014; Winters 2014).  

This tradition of making small miniatures of objects from daily life has been maintained 

for a very long period. Silpa Edmunds of Postville said that her father also made her miniatures 

of this style including making miniature motor boats. There is an interesting correlation 

Figure 10: Gus Semigak's drawing of the 
dogs he would cut out of cardboard 



between the making of miniatures and an older game that was collected during an 

ethnographic trip by Franz Boas (Figure 11). During ethnographic research on the west coast of 

Hudson’s Bay he collected a gaming set which consisted of a collection of identical carved ducks 

that were used in a game similar to dice (Boas 1964: 560). None of my interviewees said they 

recognized this game but Kate Winters showed me a carving done by her brother (Figure 12) 

that is a sea gull carved in a near identical style. This overlap between the creation of miniature 

objects and toys highlights their importance in the maintaining of culture and the passage down 

of knowledge between generations.   

 

Figure 11: Inuit Gaming Pieces; Canadian Museum of Civilization Ethnographic collection 



 

Figure 12: Carving of a Seagull, Kate and William Winters' private collection 

 

Tools  

 In a similar fashion to miniatures, the making of child sized tools allowed the parents to 

teach children how to use tools properly. I separate these from miniatures because often the 

child sized tools were functional. Multiple interviewees mentioned having things like toy bows, 

fishing lines and hooks, and even toy fish nets for themselves (Edmunds 2014; Semigak 2014). 

These child sized tools were often used alongside adults with most people reporting that they 

traveled with their parents to learn how to use these. In addition the link between toys and 

games comes up yet again if we look at the child sized tools and link them to the target games 

mentioned above.  

 It does seem that the toys are more tied to gender than the games were. Silpa Edmunds 

specifically said that she had been raised as a “tom boy” because she was the oldest of a family 

with only girls. Because of this fact she spent more time with her father than her sisters did and 

had more stereotypical boys toys such as a bow and arrow, sling shot, and football made from a 



seal bladder. These tools were used as she accompanied her father on his fishing trips while 

they were away from home. Gus Semigak also reported that it was his father who made the 

majority of these tools. He also said that his father made him much the same tools with slings, 

sling shots, and bow and arrows (Figure 13). In Nain it was emphasized that it was usually the 

mothers who gave the dolls to their daughters and helped them in sewing clothing for them 

(Baikie 2014).  

 

Figure 13: Gus Semigak's drawings of toys that were made for him. Showing a sling shot, bow 

and a sling. 



 Where miniatures served to let people play with larger objects that they could not 

physically use, such as dog teams or boats, these child sized tools while disguised as play 

actually let parents teach their children skills. While serving to help educate children about 

their way of life it must be remembered that these child-sized tools were functional (Briggs 

1991). Interviewees who spoke of these tools said they did hunt and fish with them. There is no 

reason to believe that children weren’t expected to do their share of work while still learning 

how to provide for their families.  

Novelties 

 Outside of specific toys and games an extra aspect that most interviewees talked about 

were small objects that didn’t really fall into the other toy categories. They tended to be things 

without a specific purpose but all the same were kept or made for the purpose of 

entertainment. I have grouped these objects under novelties for lack of a better term; however, 

they served as a source of entertainment.  

The most universal of these objects were spin tops. Every interviewee explained that 

someone made these objects for them. The general design consisted of using an empty wooden 

thread bobbin carved to have a pointed bottom with a handle towards the top. Figure 12 is an 

example of a spin top collected in Labrador, though Innu in origin it matches descriptions given 

by interviewees in all communities. Some people mentioned theirs having broken needles 

added to the point where they would spin, but this was not the average. I include this as a 

separate section to emphasize how universal it seems. Despite all the differences in names and 

rules for games and toys throughout Nunatsiavut the design and use of these spin tops seemed 



nearly universal. Despite there not being a published literature about these objects I would be 

interested to see if they are not present in older collections or mentioned in ethnographic 

reports. They serve to highlight the small objects that have 

important cultural aspects that could easily be forgotten if they 

are not recorded and documented.  

In Makkovik a different style of novelty was discussed 

called a snake or smoke snake. This object was generally made 

from a tin can cut in a specific manner with a nail driven through 

the bottom. When placed on top of a stove the can would spin 

much like a spin top. Despite this appearing to be an 

insignificant object many people at the public meetings had 

memories of seeing them in many houses growing up. Additionally there was some discussion 

of people in town who still had one on their stove. Despite the frivolous nature these object 

appear to have a deep history and significance that is remembered by the people of 

Nunatsiavut.  

The last examples of a novelty I will discuss are dancing dolls. These dolls were usually 

made from wood and differed from the normal Inuit dolls in that they were articulated in all the 

joints. These dolls were primarily used by bouncing on a board to perform a puppet show or 

dance. I mention this not because this specific object was universally known or played with but 

because it represents a style of object that was often bought from trading posts (Baikie 2014). 

Something that while not required in any means was obtained usually for children’s 

Figure 14: Spin top made from a 
thread bobbin; Canadian Museum of 
Civilization Ethnographic collection. 



entertainment. There is a repeated pattern of interviewees saying that their parents tried to get 

them presents during the holidays, such as Christmas and Easter. This mix of being able to buy 

store made goods while continuing to make more traditional toys typifies the Labrador Inuit 

experience with regards to childhood objects.  

Pastimes  

 It felt necessary to include a third heading outside of games and toys because there was 

a large proportion of childhood and recreation that didn’t fit into those categories. I chose to 

group these under pastimes; in many ways these could easily be referred to as play, but I 

thought that implied only children took part. However, older people in the community also 

participated in these pastimes. Pranks, sledding, skipping, and puzzles all represent different 

aspects of recreation that don’t fit under the other headings but were all talked about as 

important parts of people’s lives and are just as worthy of discussion as the more structured 

games and toys.  

Pranks and Jokes 

 One of the interesting things from the interviews was when I asked for information 

about games one of the first things people would discuss were the jokes they would play on 

people who were new to the community.  This became so common I made a point of separating 

these into their own section. It seemed very important to people to play these jokes when 

someone new came to town. The vast majority of them seemed to try and include as many 

people as possible in the joke and I see them as serving a purpose of introducing the new 

person to everyone else in the community. One of these jokes that were mentioned in multiple 

towns (William 2014; Evans 2014; Winters 2014) was the Spotting Seven Stars. This was done 



by having someone take their parka and pull it completely over their head so they could only 

see the stars through their sleeve. As people were holding the sleeve straight so they could see 

the stars and count them someone would take a glass of water and pour it down the sleeve. A 

similar prank was Mopping a Puddle with Two Knives. Which worked by having a puddle of 

water on the floor, giving someone two knives, and telling them if they cut the water fast 

enough it would dry the puddle. They were even given help by having a person hold each leg. 

While trying to cut the water as fast as possible the people holding their legs would pull them 

through the puddle making it look like they had wet their pants (Evans 2014). This joking nature 

and making fun of someone to include them in a group wasn’t only for new members of the 

community.  

 Two interviewees (Edmunds 2014; Winters 2014) told me variations on a game in which 

an object was spun within a circle of players. In this game whatever was spun, be it a knife or a 

bottle, you didn’t want it to point at you. If the spun object pointed at you, you were called a 

"Holilck" (author’s spelling) and eliminated from the game. This would continue on until only 

one person remained. A second game that emphasized someone being silly or foolish was a 

game in which you came up to someone with your hand closed and asked whoever you met in 

Inuktitut whether they wanted it or not. Sometimes the hidden object was desirable; other 

times it was a piece of rotten seal skin or a tuft of grass (Evans 2014). These games that had 

people continuously teasing and playing jokes on each other seemed to be designed to ensure 

people did not take themselves too seriously and again allowed older and younger people to 

play together. I think when small games like this are viewed as a whole we can see that despite 



their simple or unimportant appearance there is an underlying value to them, emphasizing their 

importance and need to be recorded.  

Sledding, Skipping and Juggling 

 Another subset of pastimes that had to be included because of their universal nature in 

Labrador communities include skipping and sledding, and to a lesser extent juggling. Sledding 

seems to be one of the pursuits that nearly all children engaged in. Be it with readymade sleds 

or often just using outer winter clothing. This was an activity children could participate in 

without any supervision and was usually taken part in by large numbers of both boys and girls 

(Figure 15). Skipping is much the same though generally referred to as a girl’s game. It was 

mentioned as one of the major pastimes for children. Like in most other parts of the world 

skipping seems to have varied from a simple pastime done independently to complex games 

including rhymes and multiple people. At least a couple of the rhymes seemed familiar to me as 

a non-local  implying that this pastime was introduced by settlers and spread in popularity by 

time in schools. A third pastime that seems to have a more traditional Inuit background is 

juggling. In Hopedale people mentioned remembering seeing family members who could juggle 

two stones in a single hand or three stones in two hands. By description this style of juggling is 

much closer to a juggling that is seen throughout the arctic and is unique to the Inuit, and 

predates European contact. Despite leaving little in the way of material traces these pastimes 

seem to have taken up large portions of children’s days. It was during these times that they 

spent large amounts of time with each other, away from the adults. Documenting and showing 

people engaged in these activities are important as it is the first thing that many adults 

remember when asked about their childhood. 



 

Figure 15: Children Sledding; Picture made available by Susan Francis Williams 

Puzzles 

 Puzzles are only being included in a separate section because they demonstrate an 

interesting aspect of recreation in Labrador. The puzzle I was shown while visiting Makkovik is a 

well known variety of rope puzzle called a Bridle Game. This style of game has been in Europe 

for hundreds of years and most likely was introduced to the Canadian arctic relatively recently. 

The example from Makkovik was interesting because it was a generic store bought puzzle, but 

the owner said that one of his friends had enjoyed it so much that he had created a copy for 

himself (Winters 2014). As I was researching this style of game I found a surprising number of 

copies of this game that had been made throughout the Canadian arctic by different Inuit 

groups. Making homemade versions of puzzle and game equipment that are not inherently 

Inuit was a tradition in many of the Inuit towns; from people in Nain saying they were building 

their own crib boards to descriptions of footballs made from seal bladders and seal skin 



coverings. This adapting of pastimes from other cultures and making them in an Inuit way 

became a tradition of the Inuit. In this way new games can be integrated into Inuit culture.  

 Though not as well known as the traditions of games and toys the activities I have 

grouped under pastimes are quite important to Inuit culture and are just as important to be 

maintained. Even if the specific actions themselves, such as sledding and skipping, do not seem 

to convey a large amount of traditional knowledge they are important to the people who spent 

their childhoods pursuing these activities. Just because traditions are newer or do not have 

traditional Inuit roots does not mean they are any less important to the people who engaged in 

them. I think my example of the rope puzzle demonstrates that Inuit culture is very fluid and 

can add new aspects while still maintaining its overall continuity.  

Conclusion 

 The games, pastimes, and toys of the Inuit of Nunatsiavut all help to develop an overall 

view of their culture throughout time. The ever adapting mixture of traditional Inuit games and 

adopted games brought with settlers represents the history of the people involved. Throughout 

this research people emphasized the fact that many of these games, while fun and enjoyable, 

carried more important aspects such as spending time with family and the community or 

teaching skills needed for adulthood. The aspects of this project that developed through the 

interviews, such as the emphasized importance of toys and child sized tools, allows us to see 

the importance of entering interviews with an open mind and allowing the interviewee to guide 

the discussion to areas they view as important.  



 One aspect that was repeated throughout the interviews was the idea that they did not 

know any Inuit games. With more questioning I came to realize that they meant that they did 

not know the stereotypical traditional games. That despite being games they might have played 

when they were young, or that their grandparents and parents played, because of the settler 

origin of the games they were not considered to be traditional Inuit games. I hope that through 

this report I have demonstrated that despite the origin of many of these games they have been 

adopted and adapted by the people who played them to such a point that they are now part of 

this culture.  

 The fluid nature of Inuit culture means that many traditions are maintained, but may be 

performed in slightly different ways. Some people spoke of having toy komatiqs with dog 

teams, while younger interviewees spoke of handmade toy motor boats. The tradition of 

making toys for children that mimic their parents’ objects is maintained while the objects 

themselves have changed. Following this trend even though games such as baseball were 

introduced into these communities the communities themselves adapted the rules and made 

their own equipment, in essence creating their own games from those introduced by settlers.  

 In regards to Inuit games we seem to be at a critical point in recording and maintaining 

these games. Already gaps in knowledge can be seen between younger and older members of 

the community. Knowledge of what games are and how they are played is starting to disappear 

from the collective memory of the community. In addition to this, even some older members of 

the community have only descriptions of games that they heard from their parents, never 



having played or seen them themselves. To stop this loss of important cultural aspects an effort 

to record, maintain, and revitalize these games must be undertaken.   

 Steps that can be taken to maintain these games start with this report. There are over 

nine hours of recorded interviews that are available to people who would like to listen to the 

original description of these games which will be made available to the public through the 

Torngâsok Cultural Center. In addition to this it would be valuable if video of the people playing 

the games could be produced and made available. Finally, a short easily accessible rule book 

along with equipment required for these games should be produced and distributed to the 

communities of Nunatsiavut.  

 Through this research I have learned the value of Inuit games and their central place in 

people’s view of their culture. It was through these games, toys, and pastimes that many 

people first learned about aspects of their culture and history and through these same objects 

this culture can be maintained.  
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